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LAST YEAR OF THE TIGERS?
What’s happening to tigers today.
by Beverly Setlowe

THE TRUTH ABOUT HYENA’S
Learn more about this extrodinary 
animal in this issue’s Animal Bio.

by Joseph Dovala

BLAST FROM THE PAST
In each issue we will re-run an 
article from one of our previous 
print magazines.
by Martine Colette
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“Deeds Not Words”

Today, researchers who track the world’s wild tiger populations are warning us that these 
magnifi cent animals could become extinct in the wild in less than a generation. The estimated 
number of tigers in the wild has dwindled to 3,200, far less than the number held in captivity 
in the United States alone. This statistic would have been unthinkable just a few decades 
ago, when healthy wild tiger populations could still be found in a few regions of the world. As 
someone who has cared for sick and injured tigers from a young age, to me tiger extinction 
would be nothing short of a tragic loss for all of us.

Our fi rst online issue of the Wildlife Waystation Magazine discusses some of the species that 
are currently threatened with extinction due to dwindling habitats, poachers and the illegal 

animal trade, and what can be done to help stop 
it. The Wildlife Waystation provides sanctuary to 
many animal species that are now threatened 
with extinction, and serves in an advisory 
capacity to zoos and other organizations that 
are working to preserve wildlife species in their 
natural habitats.

You’ll also be introduced to a few of the many 
colorful animals who reside at the Wildlife 
Waystation, and some of the volunteers and 
staff  members whose dedication to our mission 
has made a marked diff erence in the lives of the 
wild creatures who desperately need our care.  
You’ll also learn about some of the ways we are 
outreaching to the local community through our 
education programs.

We welcome your comments about our fi rst issue of the Wildlife Waystation Magazine.   
Address them to info@wildlifewaystation.org. On behalf of all of our animals, I thank you for 
your continued interest and support.

Founder & President
Wildlife Waystation

A NOTE FROM THE EDITOR
by Beverly Setlowe 

The WILDLIFE WAYSTATION MAGAZINE is back! ...and I’m so glad to be a part of it.

The last issue of our publication came out in the Spring of 2003. However, with so many other 
priorities for our limited funding, the cost of printing and distributing the magazine became a luxury 
we could no longer aff ord.

Now, with the driving force of some very dedicated and tech-savvy volunteers, we are once again 
able to communicate with animal lovers and our supporters with this new on-line edition of Wildlife 
Waystation Magazine.

It’s hard to express to all of you how gratifying it is to have the opportunity to once again helm this 
publication. I had the pleasure to act as Editor of the print version from February, 1996 through the 
fi nal publication in the spring of 2003. Abandoning our magazine was a heartbreaking loss for me 
and for the Waystation.

I fi rst became a WW volunteer in January, 1989. As a fi lm production coordinator, I had periods of 
free time in between local and location shooting, allowing me the opportunity to become involved 
in many Waystation activities, including tours, events, maintenance and animal handling. In the 
spring of 1995, I was asked to join the staff , and happily accepted. In addition to managing the 
Animal Sponsorship Program, I became editor of the magazine, staff  photographer, and animal 
handler.

I am no longer on the staff , but have continued my involvement as a volunteer. When I was 
recently asked by our PR Director, Jerry Brown, and a very creative volunteer, Joe Dovala, to join 
in helping to create this on-line version of our publication, I jumped at the chance.

I hope you enjoy our “new” magazine as much as we enjoy bringing it to you. We look forward to 
hearing your comments.
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Wildlife Waystation Volunteers
Volunteers are a vital resource at Wildlife Waystation. They supervise and perform in numerous 
important areas of the WW’s vast and complex operation.

Here are the names of those dedicated hardworking individuals currently in charge of the various 
areas of volunteer activities at this diverse sanctuary known as Wildlife Waystation:

Animal Enrichment Team Leaders:
 Bob and Denise Friend 
 Suzie Larson
 Heather Marvin
 Pat Nelson
 Lin Tanenbaum
 Lynn and Wally Wilson

Educational Animal Handling Supervisor
*Dana Stangel

Volunteer Educational Animal              
Team Leaders:

Laura Finlayson
Bob Friend
Jerry Johnson
Barbara Marxmiller
Julie Medrano
Beverly Setlowe
Dana Stangel
Pete Vela

Communications Supervisor/Facilities 
Project Supervisor

*Bob Friend

Volunteer Compound Supervisor
*Sharon Beringer

Data Entry
Suzie Lascoe

Green Team
*Tony Brown

Mailings and Membership
Jerry Gillaspie

Mentor Program Chairperson
Heather Marvin

Outreach Supervisor
*Karen Suter

Produce Pick-Up
Liz Hernandez

Recycling
Carol Osterman
Eunice Nagai-Kamimura

Special Events
*Pat Zabaro

Volunteer Acquisitions
Kathy Eshenko

Volunteer Level One Program
*Dana Stangel

Volunteer Programs and Development 
Supervisor

*Geri Sue Cox

Volunteer Orientation

If you’ve always wanted to work with animals or 

animal causes, this is your chance! The Wildlife 

Waystation seeks volunteers who can assist in 

many functions both on the ranch and for our 

outreach programs. Volunteer orientations are 

help once a month and are open to anyone at 

least 18 years of age. For additional information 

and reservations, please call (818) 899-5201.

2nd Saturday of every month, weather permitting, with reservation

Costs $25 per person
Be on time.

Bring your own lunch and bring plenty of water.

1.

2.

3.

4.

Quick Notes
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their habitat in the last decade. Three species 
have become extinct since the 1940’s, and 
the South China tiger hasn’t been seen in 
the wild in at least twenty-fi ve years. Now the 
World Wildlife Fund organization has started a 
campaign, with cooperation and commitments 
from governments, to double wild tiger 
numbers by the next Year of the Tiger.  

Although trade in tiger products has 
been banned in China since 1993, 
the number of wild tigers in the 
country, now estimated at about 50, 
continues to decline. Ninety percent 
of wild tiger habitat has disappeared 
due to urban expansion in recent 

The Chinese Calendar claims 2010 as 
“The Year Of The Tiger.” However, since 
this designation occurs only once every 12 
years, without serious intervention this heroic 
symbol may no longer exist in the wild by 
2022. The tiger has been a crucial element in 
Chinese culture.

At the beginning of the 20th century, there 
were estimated to be 100,000 tigers in 
the wild. According to the World Wildlife 
Fund, there are currently only about 3200 
of these majestic creatures in existence in 
the wild. Those few still living in the wild 
are threatened by poaching and illegal 
traffi  cking. They have lost more than 40% of 

decades. Additionally, trade in tiger parts 
for traditional Chinese medicine remains 
high, and tiger skins are in demand, 
bringing high prices to grace the fl oors of 

wealthy families.  

Trade in wildlife products is reported to be 
the world’s largest illegal trade after arms and 
drugs, chalking up an annual estimated value 
of 10 to 20 billion U.S. dollars. With the wild 
population decimated, the trade is now being 
fed by tiger farms found not only in China, 
but also in Laos, Thailand and Vietnam. Even 
so, there are still fears that wild tiger parts 
sometimes infi ltrate farmed tiger markets. 

Trade in wildlife products is reported to be the 
worlds largest illegal trade after arms and drugs8 9

THE TALE OF THE DISAPPEARING TIGER
Will 2010 Be The Last “Year of the Tiger?”
text by Beverly Setlowe
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photo by Beverly Setlowe

The commercial uses for tiger parts are mostly fed by mythic beliefs in physical and 
psychological benefi ts from those parts.  Here are some of them:

X Tail:  Ground and mixed with soap will help alleviate skin disease.

X Tail tip: Will ward off  evil.

X Bones: Ground and added to wine, they serve as a special tonic.

X Feet:  Small bones tied to children’s wrists will prevent convulsions.

X Skin: Sitting on a tiger skin will cure fevers caused by ghosts.

X Gallstones:  Added to honey, will heal abscesses on hands and feet.

X Penis: Aphrodisiac (apparently not only for the tiger).

X Hair: Burnt, it will drive away centipedes.

X Ribs: For good luck.

X Brain: Mixed with oil and rubbed on body will cure laziness, and acne.

X Heart: Will promote strength and courage. 

X Eyeballs: Used to cure convulsions.

X Whiskers and claws: Worn as a charm for courage.  

As the wild tiger population has declined dramatically over the last century, so has the 
captive population increased by leaps and bounds. The number of tigers in captivity 

is currently estimated at between 5,000 and 
10,000 in the United States alone, with at least 
another 5,000 housed in Chinese tiger farms.  

Most of these animals are kept as pets 
or end up in private roadside zoos and 
with other private owners who breed them 
indiscriminately. This often results in birth 
defects and a weakened gene pool from 
inbreeding. The hapless cubs are usually 
sold as pets. Some end up as targets at 
canned hunts where anyone with a few bucks 
and a big gun can bring home a beautiful 
“trophy.” Only a few of the lucky animals 
end up in accredited shelters like Wildlife 
Waystation where they receive the appropriate 
professional care.

Only nineteen states have a total ban on 
private ownership of tigers and other exotic 
animals: Alaska, Arkansas, California, 
Colorado, Connecticut, Florida, Georgia, 
Hawaii, Illinois, Maryland, Maine, Michigan 
Nebraska, New Hampshire, New Mexico, 
Tennessee, Utah, Vermont, and Wyoming.  

However, there are currently some broad 
reaching events and campaigns planned 
which may bring hope to this dire situation. 
Earlier this year, a conference in Thailand 
brought together representatives from the 
thirteen countries in whose forests tigers still 
exist. Commitments made at this conference 
include the doubling of wild tiger populations 
by 2022 and a crackdown on poaching. On 
the downside, however, the value of tigers is 
too often weighed in the amount of money the 
body parts may bring rather than their cultural 
and ecological value.  

Still, according to WWF’s Sibille Klensendorf, 
“tigers are a very adaptable and resilient 
animal, so there is still hope. Tigers can 
recover in a very fast time if we solve what is 
wrong – there’s lots to do and by saving tigers, 
we save ourselves and so much more.”

Let’s hope she’s right.
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MEET DRIFTER, THE SIBERIAN TIGER
text by Beverly Setlowe 

Drifter was just a few months old when law enforcement authorities happened across him at a 
drug raid in Chicago in 1997, where private individuals kept him illegally. Authorities confi scated 
him from the crime scene, and checked him into the Wildlife Waystation for permanent sanctuary.

Drifter seems, at times, to have no idea of his strength or lofty position in the animal kingdom. 
While his exact origin is unknown, his enormous size and other characteristics indicate he is 
part of the Siberian tiger subspecies. Many of these rescued apex predators have had their 
claws removed which is a very destructive procedure causing premature paw breakdown; that 
is, they can become invalids very early in life. When the animals arrive at the Waystation, staff  
veterinarians attempt to reattach the severed tendons and have become quite successful with 
the procedure. Drifter’s reconstructive surgery went very well and he’s able to 
walk quite nicely now.

Drifter’s personable character makes him a 
star at public events in which the Waystation 
participates to help educate people about tigers 
and the importance of protecting their natural 
habitat. One of his most recent appearances 
was at the Waystation’s “Ride For The Wild”.

The tiger – Panthera Tigris – is the largest of the 
big cats, with adult males often weighing in at 
as much as 700 pounds. Its range extends from 
Siberia to as far south as India and Indonesia. 
The tiger has a massive, muscular body and 
powerful limbs, and is one of the few feline species 
that enjoys swimming.  In fact, Drifter has been 
known to take a dip in private swimming pools and 
jacuzzis when given the opportunity.

Generally shy and nocturnal, the tiger is usually a 
solitary animal, although it is known to be sociable 
on occasion with its neighbors and relatives. While 
mating, the male and female remain together for only 
a few days.  After a gestation period of 103 to 105 
days, the female gives birth to a litter of usually 2 or 
3 cubs. The cubs may stay with their mother for up to 
fi ve years. 

the procedure. Drifter’s reconstructive surgery went very well and he’s able to 

powerful limbs, and is one of the few feline species 

known to take a dip in private swimming pools and 

Generally shy and nocturnal, the tiger is usually a 
solitary animal, although it is known to be sociable 
on occasion with its neighbors and relatives. While 
mating, the male and female remain together for only 
a few days.  After a gestation period of 103 to 105 
days, the female gives birth to a litter of usually 2 or 
3 cubs. The cubs may stay with their mother for up to 
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CANNED HUNTS are big business!

start here >>  wwf.panda.org

????? ??? ??Q:Q:Q:Q:Q:
Canned hunts are big business! These commercial events take place on private property, Canned hunts are big business! These commercial events take place on private property, 
where animals are fenced in, unable to escape. The so-called sportsmen pay a fee for 
a guaranteed kill. These sorry excuses for big-game hunters can “stalk” the animals in a 
pen, shoot them at point-blank range, and take home their heads and skins as trophies. 
This is completely legal in several states, where the hunt operators are issued government This is completely legal in several states, where the hunt operators are issued government 
permits. Most of the animals used as targets at these compounds come from captive permits. Most of the animals used as targets at these compounds come from captive 
breeding “facilities” both in the U.S. and other countries, including South Africa.breeding “facilities” both in the U.S. and other countries, including South Africa.breeding “facilities” both in the U.S. and other countries, including South Africa.breeding “facilities” both in the U.S. and other countries, including South Africa.breeding “facilities” both in the U.S. and other countries, including South Africa.breeding “facilities” both in the U.S. and other countries, including South Africa.
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LOOKING FOR THE

PERFECT GIFT?
www.wildlifewaystation.org

THERE’S A WILD ANIMAL IN MY YARD!
text by Mary Taylor

The Wildlife Waystation receives hundreds of calls from the public asking advice on how to rid 
their area of certain animals. Although in some cases, trapping may be the only solution, our main 
goal is to educate the public on how to co-exist with these animals, rather than removing them. 
One simple way to keep most animals out of your yard is to keep your yard unappealing to wildlife 
by never having food and water sources available. Remove all pet food and water, keep fruit from 
trees picked up from the ground, and keep trashcans tightly covered.  Here are some other helpful 
guidelines:

OPOSSUM: Opossums pose no threat to children or pets. They are not aggressive and if left 
alone, will just amble on, eating the grubs that kill your lawn, as well as snails and insects that may 
destroy plants and trees. In short, an opossum may be an asset in your yard.

RACCOON:  Male raccoons protect their territory and keep other males away. If an adult male 
is trapped and removed, this leaves the area unprotected and several juveniles may move in.   
Sprinkle ammonia or cayenne pepper in trashcans and cover outdoor ponds with strong netting at 
night to discourage them from getting at fi sh or water. Once they realize they’re not going to get 
any easy meals, they should eliminate your area from their route. Female raccoons, from early 
spring to fall will more than likely be caring for babies. If she is trapped and removed, the babies 
will cry incessantly and slowly starve to death. If the babies happen to be in the attic or crawlspace, 
the cries – and later, the smell – will be a whole lot worse than putting up with the female. She will 
eventually move on. A better solution is to wait until the young are old enough to go out at night 
with her, and then block off  their entrance so they cannot return. 

COYOTE:  Coyotes are very intelligent! One of a mated pair has been seen luring the family dog 
off  to play while the other sneaks into the yard to eat the dog’s food. You should keep small pets 
inside if there are coyotes in the area. On the plus side, coyotes will help to 
keep the rodent population in check.

BOBCAT:  A bobcat’s favorite domestic food is chicken, so if you have 
chickens, ducks or an aviary, enclosures must be cat-proof. Wire should 

be of small gauge so that a bobcat can’t get a 
paw through. And, as with coyotes, small pets 
should not be allowed to wander alone if it is 
known that there are bobcats in the area. A 
large dog may keep bobcats away, since they 
are not generally known to attack anything 
larger then themselves. However, if they are 
cornered, they will attack in order to escape, as 
will most animals.

BATS:  About 1% of the general bat population 
is known to be rabies carriers. Never handle 
a bat, not even a baby! Contrary to popular 
belief, bats will not purposely attack and 
entangle themselves in your hair, and they 
are not blind. Bats live about 20 years and 
eat an average of 3,000 insects per night. 
No insecticide can safely kill over 1,000,000 
insects a year! Take the time some evening to 
watch their swooping acrobatics, and you may 
fi nd you like having them around.

We must try to reserve a place for our wildlife. 
After all, like all of us, they are only trying to 
survive.

Mary Taylor is a former Wildlife Waystation 
receptionist, who answered many thousands 
of animal rescue calls which were, and still are,  
received at the Waystation every year.  This 
article previously appeared in the Spring, 2001 
issue of Wildlife Waystation Magazine.
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Levels Benefits
Wildlife Supporter
$120 Annually or $10 Monthly

• Certifi cate of Sponsorship with a photo of your animal 
• Donor recognition in our eMagazine 
• Wildlife Waystation decal

Wildlife Friend
$240 Annually or $20 Monthly

All of the above benefi ts plus…
• Sponsor card with 10% off  Waystation merchandise

Wildlife Angel
$600 Annually or $50 Monthly

All of the above benefi ts plus…
• Personalized plaque on our sponsorship recognition wall

Wildlife Guardian
$1000 Annually or $85 Monthly

All of the above benefi ts plus…
• Reservation for two to attend a Cocktail Party with Martine 
Colette, Founder, in the enchanting gardens of her home. Guests 
will be awed by magical sights and the sounds of the wild. An 
unforgettable experience!

Wildlife Champion
$2,500 Annually or $210 Monthly

All of the above benefi ts plus…
• Reservation for four to attend a Cocktail Party with Martine 
Colette, Founder, in the enchanting gardens of her home. Guests 
will be awed by magical sights and the sounds of the wild. An 
unforgettable experience!

Wildlife Patron
$5,000 Annually or $420 Monthly

All of the above benefi ts plus…
• Reservation for two to attend a Safari Dinner with Martine 
Colette, Founder in the enchanting gardens of her home. Guests 
will be awed by magical sights and the sounds of the wild. 
• At this very special level of giving, your gift will help build 
and enrich permanent enclosures for the animal, or species of 
your choice. A permanent granite plaque by the enclosure will 
commemorate your generous gift and increase the quality of life 
for your sponsored animal!

Wildlife Benefactor
$10,000 Annually
or $835 Monthly

All of the above benefi ts plus…
• A Safari Dining Experience for eight with Martine Colette in 
the enchanting gardens of her home. Guests will be awed by 
the magical sights and the sounds of the wild. An unforgettable 
experience!

ANIMAL SPONSORSHIP

When you sponsor an animal for yourself, or as a gift, you will make a signifi cant contribution to 
the care of one of our magnifi cent animals. Please review the various levels of sponsorship as well 
as the choices you have from over 30 species. Please call the WW today (818) 899-5201. 

In alphabetical order: African Lion, Alligator, American Bison, Baboon, Black Bear, Bobcat, Capuchin, 
Chimpanzee, Coyote, Desert Burros, Desert Tortoise, Emus, Golden Eagle, Grizzly Bear, Hawk, Iguana, 
Kinkajou, Leopard, Ligress, Llama, Lynx, Macaque, Macaw, Mountain Lion, Owl, Python, Rhea’s, Serval, 
Spider Monkey, Tiger, Wolf-Hybrid, Wolf, Zebra.

MEET THE 
STAFF 

In each issue of our 
magazine we will feature 

one of the staff  members at the Wildlife 
Waystation. While volunteers make up a 
considerable number of the work force, a 
small cadre of paid employees brings their 
daily skills and energy required to properly 
run an animal sanctuary. Without these full 
time folks the Waystation could not provide 
the necessary day by day care for the 
animals residing here.

Silvio Santinelli joined the Wildlife Waystation 
staff  in 1987. His previous experience up 
to that point was working mostly with farm 
animals, such as pigs, poultry, goats and 
horses. He remembers that joining the 
staff  was very exciting. “It was extremely 
challenging entering into this relatively 
unknown area of work, but having Dr. Ben 
Gonzalez as a mentor made the journey 
fun and easy. He helped to give me the 
confi dence, basic tools and knowledge that 
allowed me to stay in this fi eld.”

Silvio has had a passion for animals for as 
long as he can remember, but the idea of 
rescuing them was a new addition to his life. “It 
made a transformation in the way I see them, 
and instilled in me intolerance for sports and 
other activities where animals are injured or 
killed. I grew up always surrounded by pets – 
mostly dogs – and I can’t imagine life without 
them!”

Silvio has been at the Waystation for 23 years, 
but he says it really doesn’t feel that long. “The 
mirror is the only thing that reminds me how 
much time has passed by. What’s great about 
being here is the daily variety. I can only make 
partial plans for the following days because 
each day comes with many surprises.”

Silvio admits that he’s been involved in some 

big rescues that he will never forget, but that 
every day he’s left with great satisfaction 
knowing that he’s had a part in the WW’s 
ongoing eff orts to do as much as they can 
to provide the best quality of life to all the 
creatures that come their way. “Seeing the 
happy and healthy animals brings great 
happiness to me.”

Silvio married Olga in 1987. In 1991, their 
son, Silvito was born. “My family balances 
my life, and as a family group, we have 
similar interests, nature being one of the 
most important. At the present time, my wife 
works in the cosmetic fi eld and my son is at 
California State University in Northridge in the 
Mechanical Engineering Department.  

“I want to see the Wildlife Waystation grow and 
have the opportunity to help more animals, 
and I want to continue to be a part of it.”

Silvio treats a tranquilized mountain lion.
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THE TRUTH ABOUT HYENA’S

text and photos by Joe Dovala

Hyenas, like sharks, have been vilifi ed in movies, TV, magazines, and books. In actuality, they 
are highly intelligent and skilled hunters living in a complicated matriarchal society. No doubt their 
sloping posture, caused by having longer legs in front than in back, has contributed to the false 
reputation. Though they have a resemblance to the canid family (wolves, jackals, dogs, etc.), 
their closer relatives are actually meerkats and mongooses. The hyena type animal has been in 
the fossil record for some 30 million years. They’re found in Africa, Arabia, Asia, and the Indian 
subcontinent.

The hyena comes in four fl avors: spotted, stripped, brown, and the aardwolf. All but the stripped 
hyena is found only in sub-Saharan Africa. The spotted is the best known and typically the one 
people think about when they hear the name hyena. With the exception of the aardwolf, which eats 
termites, they have enormously powerful jaws that can crush bone and hooves. With a bite like this 
they can consume every part of their prey and usually do. They can also maintain speeds of up to 
30mph for a considerable distance and have been clocked at top speeds of over 40mph. While a 
pack animal, most hyena hunts are handled by only one or two individuals. Once prey is brought 
down the rest of the clan comes in and feeds similar to wolf families; except it’s the alpha female 
that eats fi rst. Of course, also being scavengers, almost any carrion will get their interest. Who gets 



to eat fi rst after the head honcho female (and 
her cubs, if any) totally depends on their status 
within the clan. 

Their digestive tract is highly specialized. 
Because they’ve developed such a robust 
system they can eat just about anything. 
Powerful enzymes along with particularly 
strong stomach acids make short work of even 
teeth and horns. Due to the general strength 
of their digestive system, bacteria are less of 
an issue, so even long dead carrion can be 
consumed. This, no doubt has contributed 
to their reputation; for they not only have the 
strength to dig up graves they can also handle 
digesting the “carcass” within. However, this 
is not a common behavior and most likely is a 
last resort kind of activity. 

Hyenas have a most unique social structure 
among mammalian carnivores. An alpha 
female runs the clan. A pack can have as 
many as 80 members and many researchers 
believe they have a social status compared to 
baboons and other “old world monkeys.”  The 
spotted hyena females are usually larger than 
males. They also practice polyandry, meaning 
females may acquire several mates sharing 
multiple dens. Alpha females have been found 
with as much as six times the testosterone as 
the next female and signifi cantly more than 
any of the males. Gestation takes 4 months 
and the pups are typically raised in communal 
dens with up to ten females whether they have 
cubs or not. The adolescents are ready to join 
the hunt at about one and a half years old. 
The males do not play a role in child care and 

Join the Pack
Stay Connected

WW Web Site
Join The WW Facebook Page

Volunteer
Attend WW Events

usually leave their birth clan when they come 
of age to search out other groups. This helps 
keep in-breeding to a minimum.

As far as hyena intelligence goes, I think 
the following experiment speaks volumes. 
Christine Drea of Duke University conducted a 
study to shed some light on cognitive abilities 
of these animals. A platform was built that had 
a pair of ropes tied to it. The platform would tilt 
and give food only if the ropes were pulled at 
a specifi c angle and at the exact same time. 
The fi rst pair of hyenas she tested fi gured the 
contraption out in less than two minutes!

Hyenas do not use urine to mark their territory. 
Specialized anal glands emit an oily discharge 
that is deposited onto objects defi ning clan 

areas. They also scratch the ground leaving 
scent from glands in their feet. They greet 
each other much like canids by sniffi  ng each 
other’s genital and anal parts. A variety of 
grunts, whoops and other vocalizations are 
also used for communication. The laughter-
like calls of the spotted hyena have found their 
way into many indigenous human cultures. It 
was thought they could imitate voices and trick 
people into becoming prey. The real reason 
they “laugh” is a little more practical (see 
sidebar Why Do Hyena’s Laugh). Hyenas are 
an evolutionary success and very adaptable. 
Nevertheless, with their continuing shrinking 
habitat their adaptive capabilities will be tested 
to the extreme.
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Kasane snuggles up to the fence showing what appears to be 
gentleness and aff ection to May Finlayson. While many of the WW 
animals form bonds with some of the volunteers, it’s most important 
to remember these are wild animals and therefore can be very 
dangerous. May has worked with Kasane for many years and still 
has to be quite careful. She watches his behavior constantly to look 
for aggressive signs. As a volunteer you would NEVER…..EVER 
stick your fi ngers into any enclosure to “pet the kitty.”

You can sponsor Kasane. see page 16 for details.

WHY DO HYENA’S LAUGH?
text by Beverly Setlowe

I stopped by recently to see Kasane, the Waystation’s resident hyena. 

“Why did the hyena cross the road”, I asked. Nothing! The “to get to the other side” also rendered 
no response. So, the obvious and short answer to the question “why do hyena’s laugh” is: they 
don’t!

Oh, sure – they make loud, crazy-sounding noises that mimic maniacal laughter.  The spotted 
hyena is a very vocal animal and can produce several diff erent calls. They also groan, giggle 
and whoop. There are four members of the hyena family: the brown hyena, the striped hyena, 
the spotted hyena, and the aardwolf. It is only the spotted hyena that makes these memorable 
vocalizations.

Generally, high-pitched calls signify fear or submission, while low-pitched sounds may accompany 
an attack. The loud “whoop” may be 
audible for more than three miles, and 
can vary in speed and pitch depending 
on the situation. They sometimes whoop 
just to show off  and indicate their social 
status. It has been noted that males tend 

to whoop more than females, but dominant females engage in the longest bouts of 
whooping.  (I fi nd this amusing – guess I’m anthropomorphizing!)

Giggling and grunty-sounding laughter tend to result from situations of great 
excitement and may even indicate confl icting tendencies to either fl ee or stay. The 
laughing sounds which accompany mass feeding may be directed at competing 
individuals at a carcass, but also has the disadvantage of attracting lions and 
other spotted hyenas.  

The pitch of the laugh indicates the hyena’s age, while variations in the 
frequency of notes may convey information about the animal’s social rank. 
Females calling their cubs make soft grunts. When attacked, spotted hyenas 
emit loud growls and whimpers.  

The strange vocalizations of the spotted hyena – “to laugh like a hyena” – have 

been alluded to in works of literature, including Shakespeare’s “As You Like It”.

Kasane is currently the only hyena residing at Wildlife Waystation.  His calls 
can often be heard throughout the compound. The  name “hyena comes from 
the Greek word “hyaina”, which translates to “pig.”  (Just don’t tell that to 
Kasane!)

Generally, high-pitched calls signify 
fear or submission, while low-pitched 
vocalizations may accompany an attack.
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Enjoy the Wildest VIP Dining 
Experience in Southern California!

The Wildlife Waystation off ers an exclusive opportunity to experience our 
unique wildlife sanctuary as a private guest of internationally renowned wildlife 
rescue expert and Wildlife Waystation founder, Martine Colette.

The Safari Dining Experience promises to be an unforgettable evening! Enjoy 
an elegant dinner, or cocktail party, under the stars with fascinating and 
historical Waystation stories told by your hostess, Martine Colette. Guests will 
be awed by magical sights and the sounds of the wild – the many animals who 
call this sanctuary home; African lions, tigers, mountain lions, bears, wolves, 
chimpanzees and more!

A magical evening awaits you!
For reservations and information, please contact us: (818) 899-5201

Group reservations are as follows:
-  Dinners at $250 per person
-  Cocktail Parties at $150 per person

Individual reservations are accepted as follows:
-  Dinners at $250 per person will be off ered on the 2nd Saturday of the  
month (minimum reservations required: 10)
-  Cocktail Parties at $150 per person will be off ered on the 4th Friday of 
the month (minimum reservations required: 8)

All proceeds go to care for the animals who reside at the Wildlife Waystation, a non-profi t, 
501(c)(3) organization and are tax deductible to the extent allowed by law.

Wildlife Waystation Dining Experiences
come feast with us
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Wildlife WayStation
Hallmark  Volunteers

TONY BROWN: Green Team Supervisor

Although he has been at the Waystation only a 
little more than two years, he is a familiar fi xture.  
Why did he come here?  According to Tony, in 
2008, with the economy in a slump, he was out 
of a job and tired of doing nothing.  His sister had 
been to a fund-raiser at WW and suggested that he 
look into it.  

After a few weekends of involvement with various 
work parties, it became known that Tony had 
earned a Certifi ed California Nurseryman Award 
and was asked to take over the nursery being 
established at the Waystation. As Tony, the “Green 
Team” leader puts it: “...the rest is history!”   

“One of the things I most like about coming to the 
ranch is that I learn, or do, something new nearly 
every day.  Thus far, I have been able to add to my 
resume’ that I have roamed with buff alo, outran a 
llama, and made the chimpanzees laugh at me one 
day when I slipped and fell on my butt in front of 
them –(and that’s all I want to say on that subject!)

Tony doesn’t have a favorite animal.  “My fi rst 
connection with any Waystation animal was 
Honey-Baked, a large boar.  I still give him a hello 
when I’m in his area.  I also talk a lot to Grizzly, 
the North American Gray Wolf, as I am around 
him quite frequently.  His enclosure is near the 
entrance to the Green Team nursery.  When I 
leave on Sunday afternoon, I ask him to look over 

the place for me until next weekend.  So far he has 
done a pretty good job at that!”

When not at the Waystation, Tony now works at a 
high-end commercial printer in West Los Angeles, 
which caters to the entertainment industry.  “It can 
be pretty hectic at times, and Wildlife Waystation is 
my release from the stress.  The Yin to my Yang, if 
you will, and a lot cheaper than a psychologist!”

Tony hopes the Waystation will be able to reinstate 
the public tours in the near future.  “We have such 
beautiful and interesting animals, and amazingly 
informative volunteers here – it seems a shame the 
public cannot share in the experience.”

BOB FRIEND: Facility Project Supervisor

A friend who knew of their interest in animals 
introduced Bob and his wife to the Waystation. 
As a new volunteer, Bob found himself working 
in construction, and was introduced to the baby 
trailer, where he and other dedicated volunteers 
cared for rescued birds and other native wildlife. 
He soon became a volunteer team leader for 
the baby trailer (where the rescued wildlife were 
cared for), and after further instruction received 
certifi cation from the International Wildlife 
Rehabilitation Council. It was during this period 
that Bob became the fi rst volunteer security rover 
and started the volunteer rover program to assist 
the paid staff .

Dana ran the Waystation’s Outreach Program for 
several years, has been teaching the Volunteer 
Level One class since 2007, and recently became 
a member of the Volunteer Supervisory Board 
where her focus is on Animal Handling. Choosing 
a favorite animal isn’t hard for Dana! “Aisha, the 
beautiful 14-year-old North American Grey Wolf is 
my favorite by far. I’ve had the privilege of being 
her team leader for many years. I’ve watched her 
grow from a very young wolf into a very old wolf. 
She’s a fabulous teacher. She has a very funny 
and quirky personality and my life absolutely would 
not have been the same if she weren’t in it. My 
husband and I even bought our house nearby, 
since I cannot get enough of Aisha and Wildlife 
Waystation. I will also always be partial to her 
former mate, Yukon, who is no longer with us. He 
was magnifi cent!”

Dana’s favorite things to do at the Waystation 
include taking Aisha for a walk, working with all 
of the other animal handlers, learning from the 
Waystation’s staff  animal handler, Neil Egland, 
going to events with Aisha, seeing my best friends 
– both animal and human – and experiencing the 
unexpected. 

When Dana is not at the Waystation, she is a wife 
and a mom to three lively young humans – Jack, 
7; Ethan, 4; and Sierra, 1. A private tutor, Dana 
currently holds credentials in Multi-Subject K-8, 
and Biology. She likes to run, including marathons, 
is learning to ride a bike (the grown-up kind), and 
loves to read whenever she gets a quiet moment. 
Dana takes an active role in her neighborhood 
as a volunteer for the homeowner’s association, 
and at both of her children’s schools. She and 
Mike run a small non-profi t reptile rescue out of 
their home. “We hope to one day expand the 
rescue to include more native wildlife and focus 
on fi nding ways to educate the public about how 
to live with and around their local wildlife.” As is 
usual for a Waystation volunteer, Dana also cares 
for many pets. Her home is also home to 3 cats, 3 
large dogs, 15 lizards, some Madagascan hissing 
cockroaches, and a colony of mealworms.  

Dana hopes to keep doing what she’s doing at the 
Waystation. “I feel very lucky to have had so many 
amazing opportunities. I love every minute of it!”

Over the ensuing years, Bob became a Level III 
Volunteer, the highest volunteer level attainable, 
and became involved in many areas of the 
WW operation. He is currently President of the 
Volunteer Supervisory Board and serves as Facility 
Project Supervisor. He is also Team Leader for 
the exotic birds. A very tech-savvy and creative 
volunteer, Bob has recorded the sounds of the 
WW animals and created CD’s which were sold to 
provide funds for animal enrichment items. He also 
installed and maintains the Waystation’s closed 
circuit TV security system, works with the other 
members of the VSB to maintain communications 
via e-mail as well as the WaystationVolunteers.org 
website. In 1998, Bob received the Volunteer of 
the Year Award, and was the 2006 Paws of Fame 
Honoree at the WW 30th Anniversary celebration. 

“My wife, Denise, and I have been volunteers at 
the Wildlife Waystation since 1996. Our interest 
in animal welfare began many years ago, taking 
in injured or orphaned birds and caring for them. I 
can’t imagine my life without the Waystation, and 
will continue serving the animals for as long as 
I can. My only regret is that I haven’t been here 
since the beginning!”

DANA STANGEL: Educational Animal Handling 
Supervisor

Dana Stangel has done many things since she 
fi rst started at the Wildlife Waystation in 1997 - “I 
began with the baby animal trailer working to rehab 
the many native animal orphans cared for at the 
Waystation. I also worked with reptiles and with a 
mountain lion for several years. I was on the wolf-
hybrid team, and worked with the wolves – Aisha 
in particular – since 1999. I have been a wolf team 
leader since 2002.”
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WW WISH LIST

The Wildlife Waystation and the many animals we care for  rely on donations.  
For the daily maintenance of the facility, here is a list of some of the items we 
need.  If you can help by donating any of these, or know of someone who can, 
please call our offi  ce at (818) 899-5201

۞ P l a n t s  a n d  Tr e e s

۞ Garden Hose (5/8” and up)

۞ Large cooking pots – aluminum and stainless steel 8 – 20 quart capacity

۞ Cement/cement tools

۞ Rakes and shovels

۞ Paint brushes and rollers

۞ Working electric tools and appliances

۞ Construction wheelbarrows

۞ Plywood – full sheets 1/2” or better

۞ Outdoor extension cords (heavy duty-25’, 50’, 100’)

۞ Flat bottom bowls – ceramic or stainless steel

۞ Work gloves

۞ Building blocks

۞ Come-alongs (1 or 2T)

۞ Copy paper

۞ New or good used truck tires

۞ Galvanized or black pipe (1” or 2”)

۞ Color copier

۞ Wire: RG-11, Messenger or Flooded types

۞ Phone wire, 2 pair/4 pair

۞ Heavy-duty toys for chimpanzees: Play-Skool, Little Tykes, Today’s Kids

۞ Working Trucks: All types, from pick-ups to dump trucks

NAME _________________________________________________________

ADDRESS ________________________________ APT__________________

CITY___________________________ STATE_____ ZIP_________________

TELEPHONE (______)________________________

MASTERCARD, AMEX, or VISA accepted.

I want to help save our wild animals. Please enter my membership in the category marked:

All donations are tax deductible.

New volunteer Kim Tucker changes water for Ariana the liger. Daily chores 
like this are in constant need of attention and are performed by volunteers.

If you want to be more involved consider volunteering.

IF YOU’RE NOT ALREADY A MEMBER...

JOIN     TODAY!
click form to sign up
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NAME _________________________________________________________

ADDRESS ________________________________ APT__________________

CITY___________________________ STATE_____ ZIP_________________

TELEPHONE (______)________________________

MASTERCARD, AMEX, or VISA accepted.

I want to help save our wild animals. Please enter my membership in the category marked:

All donations are tax deductible.



Anteaters walk on their 
knuckles to protect their 
exceedingly long claws. 
That’s why they look like 
they’re always limping!

Both the male and 
female African 
elephants have tusks; 
where as only the 
male Asian elephant 
sports them!

A lion’s roar can be 
heard for up to five 

miles away!

Blast From The Past
In each issue of our Wildlife Waystation On-Line Magazine, we will re-run an article from one of our 
previous print magazine. We thought it would be interesting to both our new readers, as well as 
providing our old friends with some reminiscences.

The following article fi rst appeared in the July, 1996 issue of Wildlife Waystation Magazine.

Wildlife Waystation At 20
I remember when... by Martine Colette

There was sure a lot they didn’t tell me about the animal business! It was a major learning 
experience. I had to very quickly become a welder, carpenter, plumber, electrician, and fund-raiser.

I’ve certainly learned something about roofs. During a major windstorm several years ago, 12-foot 
sheets of metal were taking off  like parasails. We were afraid someone would get decapitated.  
Fortunately, our construction skills have improved over the years.

Originally, there was only the house where I lived, and a small block house for a staff  of about 
four people. I did all the cooking in my kitchen and we ate ranch style. Everybody did everything. 
Of course, we were always short of money for materials. An occasional six-pack helped a local 
junkyard to save the best stuff  for us – chain-link, pipe, etc. I get such a good feeling now when 
I purchase brand-new building materials, but memories of those old junk-yard days persist. The 
Wildlife Waystation seemed to have a life of its own and everything just sort of evolved. I brought 
with me approximately fi fty animals and within a few weeks, I received another twenty-seven that 
had been left with me when an animal trainer died. We soon began to get in injured or orphaned 
native wildlife. We all took care of the baby animals that came in and began our rehabbing 

program. Word of mouth about our work spread through local animal shelters and veterinarians 
and we just continued to grow. 

This anniversary brought back a lot of memories. One of the high points came 
only recently when we took down nearly the last of the original caging and 

replaced it with brand new enclosures. But those old enclosures certainly 
should not be disparaged, since they did hold up for 20 years! And I 

especially remember the barren landscape of 20 years ago 
where we now have 20-year-old trees. We started out 

with all our records on 3x5” cards, but we’ve been 
in the computer age for some time now.

In 1978, Paramount Pictures 
shot ‘WHITE DOG’ here and the 
location deal included the building 
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of some permanent structures. This was a major step in our growth 
when Paramount brought electricity across the creek and left us with the 
arena, some small structures in Western Town and on Chimp Hill, and 
built our current offi  ce and health center.  

Another milestone was our fi rst full-time staff  veterinarian. Silvio Santinelli joined us in 1986.  He’s 
still here but we’ve now reached the point where we need two full time vets, and Silvio has been 
joined by veterinarian, Rebecca Yates. We have in the past had other staff  vets, used several 
outside vets, and were a contributor to an internship program through the West Los Angeles 
Veterinary Medical Group.

Some other “fi rsts” which made lasting impressions on me: Sheena was the fi rst mountain lion 
brought to us – she arrived in 1977. Sadly, she passed away recently at the age of 20. Our fi rst 
tractor was a borrowed 1932 something-or-other; the fi rst fund-raiser was a barbecue attended by 
400 people; our fi rst water-truck, a white and orange job dubbed the “Orange Crush”. due to the 
many crashes it’s poor body had sustained. The fi rst vehicle we purchased was a 1956 fl at-bed 
Chevy truck with no doors. Well, maybe not that much has changed!

One of the major disasters to strike the Wildlife Waystation was the fl ood of 1978. We lost our 
water supply, power, sheds, lumber piles and supplies. Even large oak trees were pulled up by the 
roots. Our little creek became a raging torrent, fi ve to ten feet deep, and we had no bridge. To get 
food and supplies to the animals on the other side, we had to string a rope to keep from getting 
swept away and carry everything across. With a 1/2-mile section of Little Tujunga Canyon Road 
wiped out, we were marooned for six weeks. We had no trash pick-up and food was brought in by 
helicopter. One sick little coyote even had to be choppered out to a vet. Without a doubt, the most 
devastating blow of my life was the disastrous distemper epidemic, which fi rst struck in June, 1992. 
An alarming number of raccoons and skunks had been coming to us that spring already infected 
with canine distemper. The fi rst we knew we had something scary in our midst was when M’Toto, 
an 18-month-old African lion, began to show signs of illness resembling distemper. Symptoms 

quickly appeared in other large exotic felines. We sought expert advice from UC Davis and 
Cornell University veterinary schools. It was a mystery. Canine distemper had crossed over to 
infect the felines and we had the dubious distinction of being the fi rst to document the deadly 

eff ects. (NOTE: Some two years later, this same distemper crossover began to appear in 
the wild lion populations of Africa.)

The Wildlife Waystation was closed to the public for nearly a year. By the time 
the epidemic ended, 18 of our beautiful big cats succumbed, including 

Reesha, the Siberian tiger, who had been sent to us from a dentist in 
Pennsylvania some twelve years earlier. Reesha was only four 

months old when he arrived here and was raised in my yard.  It’s 
still hard to talk about this dark period. M’Toto, the fi rst to show 

the symptoms, survived and with special medication to control the lasting symptoms, is living a 
comfortable life.

Over these 20 years, I have been involved in many rescues, but by far the biggest and most 
diffi  cult was just last fall, when authorities requested our aid at a ramshackle Idaho game farm 
where 19 escaped lions had been destroyed, and 27 remaining lions and ligers needed help. We 
brought all these animals back to the Wildlife Waystation.  

From a population of about fi fty animals in 1976, we have grown to an internationally-known facility 
now housing over 1100 permanent residents, with another 4600 passing through each year. More 
than 65,000 animals have passed through these gates in the past 20 years from all corners of the 
world. And the future seems to indicate a continual need for even greater growth, with the new 
chimpanzee compound.

There have been wonderful times, diffi  cult times, heartwarming times and tragic times. But I feel so 
lucky the Wildlife Waystation has been my life’s work. And it certainly  hasn’t been dull!
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Coming Next YearONLINE SHOPPING
Each month we profi le a set of available 
cool Wildlife Waystation Gifts

Elephant Napkin Holder

Wolf Shirts

more info

more info
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Photos by Wildlife Waystation VolunteersPhotos by Wildlife Waystation Volunteers

MEDIA SPOTLIGHT
RIDE FOR THE WILD
by Jerry Brown

The Wildlife Waystation held their 2010 version 
of the “Ride For The Wild” Motorcycle Poker 
Run on Sunday, May 16, at Phil Smith’s Movie 
Animal Ranch in Piru, California. The ride is a 
fundraiser that had its start in the mid-1990’s, 
disappeared for while, and was successfully 
resurrected in 2009. It’s a “Poker Run”, which 
means that the participating riders start at a 
beginning location where they register and are 
given their fi rst card for their poker hand. The 
goal is to win prizes with their hand at the end 
destination. In between the start and the fi nish, 
they have several stops where they pick up 
additional cards to add to their hand.

This year the ride began at Glendale Harley-
Davidson on San Fernando Road. These 
gracious hosts provided the space, tables and 
chairs, as well as coff ee and breakfast burritos 
for all involved. Glendale Harley-Davidson 
was also the site where most of the press 
made an appearance before the ride started. 
TV stations KTLA, KNBC, KCBS, KCAL 
and KABC all covered the start of the ride. 
Waystation resident, Oreo, the potbelly pig, 
playing his toy piano for treats, was a big hit 
with the local press, and was probably seen by 
thousands on the evening TV newscasts.

Once all riders made it to Piru, they were 
greeted by animals from the Wildlife 
Waystation, including Drifter, the Siberian tiger, 
who had tons of fun playing with balloons in his 
tub of water; Naala, the lioness; Banana, the 
Burmese python (or as Martine Colette says: 
the “oh my God” snake); and Temujin, the 
golden eagle, who was also Grand Marshall of 
the ride. Other animals at Phil Smith’s included 
horses, cows, burros, and goats located in a 
petting zoo where guests were allowed to feed 
them.

The band, Zipper, provided live music, and 
there was a variety of food and drink available. 
A lively raffl  e took place with such prize 
off erings as Wildlife Waystation jackets; gift 
certifi cates to resorts, restaurants, salons and 
local attractions; and a large framed photo of 
Steve McQueen on his motorcycle, taken in 
San Francisco in 1968.

One of the popular money-making attractions 
at the event was the “Old West Jail Wagon.” 

MEDIAMEDIAMEDIAMEDIA SPOTLIGHTMEDIA SPOTLIGHT SPOTLIGHT SPOTLIGHT SPOTLIGHT SPOTLIGHTMEDIAMEDIAMEDIAMEDIA SPOTLIGHTMEDIA SPOTLIGHT SPOTLIGHT SPOTLIGHT SPOTLIGHT SPOTLIGHT
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Anyone could pay $10 to have someone 
“jailed;” in order to be freed; someone else 
would have to cough up another $10. At one 
point, Wildlife Waystation founder, Martine 
Colette founder herself behind bars. So far, 
no one has come forward to identify either the 
jailer or the emancipator.

This colorful event received press coverage 
by both the print and television media. Tony 
Castro’s story for the Daily News of Los 
Angeles appeared in the Monday, May 17 
issue and featured a great photo of Drifter 
playing with a balloon.

The Wildlife Waystation is grateful to all the 
staff  and volunteers from the Waystation, 
Glendale Harley, Bob Dunn’s Animals, and 
Phil Smith’s Movie Animal Ranch who made 
this event the success that it was.  

Jerry Brown is a publicist with the Public 
Relations fi rm of Digney & Company 
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Wildlife Waystation staff  animal handler Mike Rapp with 
volunteer Andrea Kelley hold Banana the snake at the 
Universal Studios Hollywood opening of their King Kong 
show in June.
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2010 WW SPONSORS

We would like to thank the following people for their generous and timely support.

Wildlife Angel  $600 Annua� y
۞ The Altman Family

۞ Jean Cassidy

۞ Joe Dillon

۞ Jason Jones

۞ Steve and Mary Kenyon

۞ Margot Lane

۞ Brandy Lawton

۞ Marsha Silady

۞ Vivian Sodini

۞ Lu Wenneker

Wildlife Friend  $240 Annua� y
۞ Katalin Antal

۞ Warren and Verna Bushey

۞ Joanne Colsen

Wildlife Benefa� or $10,000 Annua� y
۞ Ady Gil

Wildlife Patron  $5,000 Annua� y
۞ John Morris

۞ John and Amy Peer

۞ Woolls and Peer

۞ Barbara Klienbauer

۞ Kay Magill

۞ Russ McNiff 

۞ Janice Modin

۞ Judy Palmer

۞ Alan Wiley

۞ Donna Winauski

۞ Dixie Wyborney

۞ Jaqueline Von Brentano

Wildlife Su� o� e�  $120 Annua� y
۞ Diana Barcelles

۞ Angelo Buonocore

۞ Bette Butler

۞ Kathy Carruth

۞ Jaqueline Dunlop

۞ John Geirland

۞ Betty Krug

۞ Karyn Kuster

۞ Linda La Frinais

۞ Marylin J. Michaels

۞ Kathy Montano

۞ Marilouise Morgan

۞ Patricia Nevi-Maguire

۞ Jerri Oyama

۞ Bob and Jan Peters

۞ Marjorie Richmond

۞ The Cub Scouts of Saint 
Bede’s Catholic Church School

۞ David Stock

۞ Myra Taft

۞ Lin Tanenbaum
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WANT TO 
ADVERTISE?

call Joan
(818) 899-5201

RichardRazo.com
graphic + web design

Serving small local businesses in Ventura County and beyond

        Dave Welling Photography 

I have photographed the magnificent animals 
that found a permanent home at the Wildlife 
Waystation since I began volunteering there in 
1987

I am a professional wildlife and nature 
photographer and I invite you to view some of 
my work on my web sites at 

www.strikingnatureimagesbydavewelling.com
and
www.agpix.com/davewelling

You can also view and purchase beautiful 
prints and note cards of many of the Wildlife 
Waystation animals at my Fine Art Print site 
at

http://dave-welling.artistwebsites.com/

PLEASE NOTE THAT ALL NET PROCEEDS 
FROM THE SALE OF ANY PRINT OR NOTE 
CARD OF ANY WILDLIFE WAYSTATION 
ANIMAL WILL BE DONATED TO THE 
WILDLIFE WAYSTATION TO HELP THE 
ORGANIZATION CONTINUE WITH ITS 
GREAT WORK ON BEHALF OF WILDLIFE. 

Thank you for helping the world’s wildlife and 
the Wildlife Waystation 

           Dave Welling 

RichardRichardRich Razo.comardRazo.comard

Joe Dovala Photography

www.jcdovala.com 

Purveyor of Fine Underwater 
Imagery 

& 
Multi-Media Production 

jcdovala@verizon.net 

805.750.3621 

www.jcdovala.com 



Corsica’s Deli & Catering
A Taste of Italy in Sunland

Celebrating 40 Years October 14, 2010
Prosciutto Di Parma * Fresh Mozzarella * Pancetta

Delicious Sandwiches & 
Platters

Gift Baskets
Homemade

     Cannoli  *  Lasagna
  Baked Ziti  *  Manicotti

& much more……

Visit Our Web Site!
www.corsicadeli.com

e-commerce

email marketing

cms & crm

100% design control

hosting 

seo friendly

analytics

blog

forum

private pages

ON THE HORIZON WITH FUTURE WILDLIFE 

WAYSTATION eMAG ISSUES 

Guest Editorials
Photo Contest

and more

stay tuned!

WANT TO 
ADVERTISE?

call Joan
(818) 899-5201
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 THE HORIZON WITH FUTURE WILDLIFE 

WAYSTATION eMAG ISSUES 

Guest Editorials
Photo Contest

and more

stay tuned!

 THE HORIZON WITH FUTURE WILDLIFE 
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14831 Little Tujunga Canyon Road

Angeles National Forest, CA 91342

(818) 899-5201

WildlifeWaystation.org

W e  w o u l d  l i k e  t o  t h a n k  a l l  t h e  v o l u n t e e r s  t h a t  w o r k e d  s o  h a r d 
d o n a n t i n g  t h e i r  e x p e r t i s e ,  a n d  m o s t  o f  a l l ,  t h e i r  t i m e  i n  p r o d u c i n g 

t h i s  o n l i n e  m a g a z i n e  a n d  t h e  n e w  w e b  s i t e .

WildlifeWaystation.org




